JOIN THE MELGES REVOLUTION.

This is something special, and if you are not part of it already — you should be. Some describe it as a lifestyle, others refer to it as a simple, irresistible calling to race against the greatest sailors in the world. Aspiring youth and juniors can’t seem to get enough of it; and adults, young and old, have rediscovered what real fun is, over and over again. It is unique, unlike anything else. It will leave you spellbound at the start, breathless on the downwind run and empowered at the finish. So, what do you need to get started you ask? Melges.

Anyone can do it, most especially YOU.

THE MELGES EXPERIENCE

One-of-a-kind racing with heritage and more than a century of tradition — the Melges A Scow.

The ultimate sportboat and benchmark by which all are measured — the Melges 24.
The Melges 32 — a superior racer with plenty of power and unmatched one design attitude.

Melges’ passion for youth sailing runs deep and dedication is unwavering.
The Audi Melges 20 — modern technology on the leading edge of the sport of sailing.

The new Melges MC is stylish sail, and can be raced single

Built for speed, the Melges E Scow is fun, fast and super competitive.
EMBRACE PERFORMANCE EVOLUTION.

Melges is the future. Every scow and sportboat is hand-crafted to perfection, polished and embedded with a superior level of built-in performance, placing sailors, professional or amateur, at the forefront of the sport of sailing. After all, you expect nothing less. A focused approach, high standards, innovative thinking and the desire to exceed every expectation has earned us a 5-star service and support reputation, because your investment is our commitment.
THE MELGES EXPERIENCE
Melges Performance Sailboats is a truly exciting company, where our dedicated team continually works on advancing the sport of sailboat racing. We are passionate about building the best one design scows and sportboats in the world, and delivering the most innovative sail shapes and designs by North Sails. We work very hard everyday, every event to provide better customer service and valued product support. These efforts combined create the total Melges Experience.

Melges Europe, based in Milan, Italy is led by the extremely passionate Federico Michetti. Like a badge of honor, he campaigns the Melges brand throughout Europe and his deep love for the sport of sailing is fuel for his endless energy. He promotes the Melges 32, Melges 24, the striking Audi Melges 20 and has sold some of our famous scows too.

Scow sailing couldn’t possibly be stronger and more electrifying than right now. Every scow is built in Zenda, with plenty of advancements of their own. The brand new Melges MC Scow is setting the pace with a new look; the Melges 17 is the latest youth phenomenon; the A Scow will always be the ultimate ride; and the E Scow’s new A-kite configuration has been widely accepted and very successful. The C Scow remains a tactical favorite and the X Boat is THE premiere youth design. Melges strives for excellence in the scow sailing community, something very close to our hearts.

Global success of the Melges 32 is official. Now recognized as an ISAF Class, it recently conducted its first Worlds in luxurious Porto Cervo, Italy. Thirty teams traveled to inaugurate a tremendous regatta at a spectacular venue. It was instant Melges gratification!

The Melges 24 remains the hottest one design sportboat in the world. First introduced in 1993, more than 800 are known to be competitively racing. It’s not unusual to see representation from more than a dozen countries at World Championships and attendance in excess of 100. This impressive keelboat with star-appeal, the darling of our product line is an all-time front runner in performance one design fun and top-notch competition.

The modern Audi Melges 20 is a new approach to sailing and structured around a ‘no hiking’ concept. Once more, we teamed up with Reichel Pugh to reveal an exciting and revolutionary option designed to encourage more women and juniors to sail. It is supported internationally by Audi, and features a popular European and USA Sailing Series.

Visit us online, call us, e-mail us — we are here when you need us. Keep sailing and where the Melges Team can assist, know that you can count on us!
THE MELGES 32.

PURE POWER.
SIMPLICITY AND FUN.
IN PERFORMANCE
ONE DESIGN RACING.

MELGES POWERHOUSE.

The Melges 32® successfully delivers bigger, better, more competitive sailing to the amateur/owner driver.

A lean-and-mean, super-sleek hull provides a spacious cockpit and clean deck layout. Its large, powerful sail plan makes it a blast downwind and seriously fast upwind. The Melges 32 is easy to tow, can be launched effortlessly via ramp or hoist, and is simple to ship around the globe.

Supported by a strong and organized international class association, the Melges 32 can be found competing at some of the most prestigious yachting venues, attracting the best sailors in the world.

MELGES32.COM
BLOG.MELGES32.COM
TWITTER.COM/MELGES32
YOUTUBE.COM/IM32CA
MELGES.COM
MELGESEUROPE.COM
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LENGTH: 31 ft 10 in, BEAM: 9 ft 10 in, DRAFT: 7 ft, WEIGHT: 3,775 lbs

SAIL AREA

MAIN: 445 sq ft, JIB (105%): 254 sq ft,
ASYMMETRICAL CODE 1A VMG: 1,113 sq ft, ASYMLETICAL CODE 2A RUNNER: 1,302 sq ft,
ASYMMETRICAL CODE 0, 100° REACHER: 774 sq ft

CREW

5+

FLEET FACTS:

- Recognized ISAF Class
- Average major event attendance, 20+ in North America and Europe
- Amateur/Corinthian, owner, driver class
- Easy to ship and tow worldwide
- Highly publicized and well-rounded regatta schedule
- Globally supported by an organized international class association
SPEED ALLEGIANCE.

The Melges 24® is the most successful one design sportboat in the world. Voted ‘Boat Of The Year’ in 1994 by Sailing World Magazine, it raised the bar and set the standard in the performance keelboat category. Nearly 900 boats have been sold worldwide.

Best known for its speed and simplicity, the Melges 24 offers impressive competition and competitive tactical racing. Typically sailed with a crew of 4, it is well-known for thrilling downwind sprints. Quick to rig, easy to trailer, hoist and ramp launch, the Melges 24 features cutting-edge components such as a carbon fiber spar, rudder, bowsprit, and a unique retractable keel designed specifically for traveling.
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LENGTH: 24 ft, BEAM: 8 ft 2 in, DRAFT: 5 ft, WEIGHT: 1,783 lbs • SAIL AREA MAIN: 264 sq ft, JIB: 126 sq ft, SPINNAKER: 670 sq ft • CREW 2-5 (Typical crew is 4)

FLEET FACTS:

• Recognized ISAF Class
• World and Intercontinental events boast 100+ in attendance
• Extraordinary appeal to the Amateur/weekend sailor, widely promoted Corinthian division
• Attracts elite sailors including America’s Cup, Volvo Ocean Race and Olympic competitors
• Highly publicized and well-rounded regatta schedule, presenting more than 100 events worldwide
• Globally supported by an organized international class association
**THE AUDI MELGES 20.**

**SIMPlicity.**
**THE ULTIMATE SOPHISTICATION.**
**IN PERFORMANCE**
**ONE DESIGN RACING.**

**LESS IS MORE.**

The Audi Melges 20® is the newest addition to the Melges family of performance, one design products. All 20 feet of this very simple-to-sail keelboat is geared for fun, has wide appeal to sailors of all ages, gender and skill sets, and guarantees tight, competitive racing.

A modern sail profile complements a multitude of revolutionary features such as a Harken below deck furling system, sleek foils, carbon fiber ‘M’ rig and legs-in, NO HIKING! Built to accommodate three to four crew, the Audi Melges 20 is compact and well-built, made with high-quality materials. Easy to rig, launch and haul, it is a pure joy to sail.
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LENGTH: 20 ft, BEAM: 7 ft, DRAFT: 4 ft 6 in, WEIGHT: 1,146 lbs • SAIL AREA MAIN: 172 sq ft, JIB: 88 sq ft, SPINNAKER: 430 sq ft • CREW 2-4

FLEET FACTS:

• Internationally sponsored by Audi
• Strict Amateur/Corinthian, owner, driver class
• Encouraging of youth and women to sail and go fast
• Fleets rapidly forming worldwide, supported by a well-organized international class association
• Fantastic Winter Series in USA and Audi Sailing Series in Europe
• Easy and compact to ship globally
THE MELGES 17.

LICENSED TO GO FASTER.

The Melges 17® is a streamlined and sporty scow geared for speed. This quick and easy, solid racer has a reputation for being fast and extremely fun in light or heavy air. Competitively sailed by two, the Melges 17 is the perfect sportboat for sailing with family and friends. It has also become a popular alternative for aspiring youth and junior sailors.

Designed by Reichel Pugh, the Melges 17 incorporates innovative sailboat engineering concepts such as Melges’ exclusive Hands Free Kite System™ (HFKS), a roller furling Kevlar® jib with recessed roller furler and simple self-stepping mast design. It clearly guarantees edge-of-your-seat racing excitement.

MELGES17.COM
TWITTER.COM/MELGES17
FACEBOOK : MELGES 17
MELGES.COM
MELGESEUROPE.COM
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LENGTH: 16 ft 7.75 in, BEAM: 5 ft 6.375 in, MAST HEIGHT: 26 ft 6.5 in, DRAFT: 3 ft 11.5 in,
WEIGHT: 335 lbs • SAIL AREA AP KEVLAR® MAINSAIL: 154 sq ft, AP KEVLAR® JIB: 66 sq ft,
ASYMMETRICAL SPINNAKER: 280 sq ft • CREW 2

FLEET FACTS:
• I.L.Y.A. recognized and supported
• Big fleet racing and intense competition at major championships throughout North America
• Husbands and wives, siblings, family and best friend teams love the Melges 17!
• The perfect day-sail for women and girls, sailors of all ages and skill levels
• A perfect alternative youth and junior sportboat
THE MELGES A SCOW.

TOTAL POWER.
DEFINITIVE SPEED.
IN PERFORMANCE
ONE DESIGN RACING.

TOP SHELF SPEED.

The Melges A Scow® is the fastest and largest, the patriarch of all scows. Nothing compares to its impressive 100+ years of heritage and ability to deliver raw power, speed and performance. A true classic, it is statuesque and awesome to watch, not to mention race.

Accommodating a well-practiced crew of 5+, the A Scow hull is well-built, sturdy and superfaired to perfection. An advanced under deckboard configuration allows for increased crew comfort. The mast, boom and bowsprit contain carbon fiber in the laminate. An easy to tow, rig and maneuver trailer combination completes the Melges A Scow race package.
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LENGTH: 38 ft, BEAM: 8 ft 3 in, WEIGHT: 1,850 lbs

SAIL AREA

- MAIN: 350 sq ft
- JIB: 150 sq ft
- SPINNAKER: 1,200 sq ft

CREW 5+

FLEET FACTS:

- The Melges A Scow is the ultimate ride!
- I.L.Y.A. recognized and supported
- National Championship attendance, 30+ on the starting line
- A one-of-a-kind scow
- User-friendly trailer set-up, easy to tow and maneuver around the club
THE FUTURE LOOKS FAST.

The Melges E Scow® is on the leading edge of scow sailing and by far one of the most elegant sailboats in the world. Frequently seen racing on lakes and bays, it offers excitement to the avid sailor and easily quenches their thirst for intense competition.

This very sleek scow is constructed using the latest in boatbuilding techniques and high-quality materials. Melges’ signature M-preg and SP Core Systems are used to create the best laminate. Outfitted with a powerful asymmetrical spinnaker, new foil rudders, larger spinnaker bags, adjustable hiking straps and two center line bailers, the E Scow is a stylish racing package typically sailed with a crew of 3-4.

E-SCOW.ORG
TWITTER.COM/MELGESESCOW
MELGES.COM
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LENGTH: 28 ft, BEAM: 6 ft 9 in, WEIGHT: 965 lbs • SAIL AREA MAIN: 228 sq ft, JIB: 95 sq ft, SPINNAKER: 550 sq ft • CREW 3-4

FLEET FACTS:

• I.L.Y.A. recognized and supported
• Strongly supported by the NCESA (National Class E Scow Association), one of the most organized class associations in North America
• Big fleet racing at major championships, 50+ on the starting line
• Impeccable camaraderie!
THE MELGES C SCOW.

VERY FAST.
FUN AND FURIOUS.
IN PERFORMANCE
ONE DESIGN RACING.

C SCOWING IS BELIEVING.

The Melges C Scow™ is one of the very first class of scow ever built by Melges Performance Sailboats. Well-known for its fast persona and versatility, it is one of the most popular and persevering scows.

Comfortably accommodating 2-3 crew, the C Scow comes complete with the best hardware and control lines. Built from innovative, high-quality and durable materials, a refined hull mold ensures it is stronger than ever and includes the new class approved anodized boards and rudder. From the galvanized-steel trailering package to the full deck and cockpit covers, from the rudder and tiller bags to the envelope covers essential for taking care of your Melges C Scow, this is a very cool scow package.
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
LENGTH: 20 ft, BEAM: 6 ft 9 in, WEIGHT: 650 lbs • SAIL AREA MAIN: 216 sq ft • CREW 2-3

FLEET FACTS:
• I.L.Y.A. recognized and supported
• Big fleet racing at major championships, 50+ on the starting line
• Dedicated following of passionate speed and fun fanatics
• Well-organized national class association, NCSSA
The Melges MC Scow® is one of the fastest and most competitive performance scows in the world. A true original, it was first designed and produced during the 1950s. Today, there are 85+ fleets nationwide, more than 2,500 actively racing at over 50 fun events each year.

A powerful sail plan, black spars, large rudder and boards give the Melges MC Scow a modern, polished look. An all new deck design allows for more comfortable hiking and ease of sail controls. The MC Scow is perfect for youth sailors too! It can be sailed single- or double-handed. It is stable and fast. Proof is in the numbers.
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
LENGTH: 16 ft, BEAM: 5 ft 8 in, WEIGHT: 420 lbs • SAIL AREA MAIN: 135 sq ft • CREW 1-2

FLEET FACTS:
• I.L.Y.A. recognized and supported
• Strongly supported by the MC Sailing Association (MCSA)
• Big fleet racing at national and regional championships, 70+ on the starting line
• The MC Scow offers something for everyone, actively promotes Youth, Masters, Grand Masters, Mega Masters and Old Salts recognition
• Anyone can sail a Melges MC Scow!
THE MELGES X BOAT.

THE MOST ACTIVE
YOUTH CLASS.
IN PERFORMANCE
ONE DESIGN RACING.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS ARE FOREVER.

The Melges X Boat® makes learning to sail fun, simple and easy. It also is one of the most active youth sailing fleets in North America. Key features include an ultra-cool black spar for a progressive high-tech look and an I.L.Y.A. approved enhanced deck configuration with self-rescuing cockpit. The X Boat is the perfect, uncomplicated trainer designed specifically to be safe for novice sailors and aspiring junior racers. Fast and super smooth, the Melges X Boat truly enables concise development and instruction of basic boat handling skills, maneuvers and racing tactics.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
LENGTH: 16 ft, BEAM: 6 ft 1 in, WEIGHT: 470 lbs
SAIL AREA MAIN: 85 sq ft, JIB: 24.75 sq ft • CREW 1-2

FLEET FACTS:
• More than 100+ at major championships
• The hottest, hippest youth one design on the market
• Strongly supported by the I.L.Y.A.
• New boats in production now! Get on the order list and tour the famous Melges factory!
• Melges is the X Boat one stop shop — sails, covers, trailers and parts

ILYA.ORG
MELGES.COM
NEW FROM NORTH SAILS

JIM GLUEK is a key addition to the Melges and North Sails Zenda Team. His knowledge and skill is a true commodity and one that we want to pass along to our customers.

MELGES MC SCOW We brought in a new shape for the light air conditions that we see during the summer months. The New QLM is a fantastic sail in the 0-12 mph wind range. This sail is made with our hard cloth (3.8oz Dacron throughout the sail). We still offer the ZMAX, ZAP and the new Medium-Heavy air design — all the shapes that have been fast over the years.

MELGES C SCOW New is the G-137 design, a shape that Jim Gluek brought with him to our Zenda loft. Familiar to many C Scow sailors, this shape is now available from North Sails Zenda. The current National Champion and Inland Champion used the I-1 Gold design which is the best all around sail on the market. When the wind is up, the Harecut sail is a sail you must have in your inventory.

MELGES 32 The Carbon 800 Series 3DL sails are the talk of the town in this fleet. North continues to work hard at making the sails lighter and stronger. Efficient shapes with customers winning on a continual basis make these sails the best in the Melges 32 Class.

MELGES 24 North Sails won the World Championship again in this class. Whether you have the new or the original headstay system, North Sails Zenda has the right sail shapes and specific tuning for your Melges 24. We are here to help and eager to assist in making you go faster. Melges 24 World Champions are in house, ready to give you top-notch service and provide expertise where it counts most.

The success of North Sails Zenda is in direct correlation to the success of our clients. This is why we are fully committed to improving our products while providing continual service and support. With our customers success as our top priority, North Sails Zenda is working hard to improve the performance of shapes. Through on-the-water testing, experience and knowledge from the global North Sails Team and the latest in sail cloth selection, we are confident that the advancements we make in your one design class will be noticeable.

NORTH SAILS IS NO. 1 IN CUSTOMER SERVICE!

Take advantage of everything North Sails Zenda has to offer — a wide range in inventory for all classes of scows and sportboats featuring the latest sail shapes and refined materials so you can go faster, with sails that last longer. We’ve got a winning track record to prove it. Depend on us for sail repairs, covers and cover repairs, iceboat and land sailing sails, number changes, etc. Our top priority is to assist you and see you succeed. North Sails Zenda is full service!

For the latest tuning and racing info, or to order sails, visit onedesign.com.
Make the Melges Experience complete by shopping online at melges.com. Whether you are in a rush, or like to browse at leisure, Melges Performance Sailboats enables customers to view the product prior to purchase ensuring your order and selection is accurate.

Choose from more than 1,000 parts for hull, mast and trailer. Buy the latest, most advanced electronics and high-quality running rigging. Tailored-to-fit travel, full deck, cockpit and envelope covers are essential accessories to keep your scow and sportboat in perfect condition. On- and off-the-water, look good with official team sportswear such as hats, jackets, vests, shirts and Kaenon® sunglasses.
“Excellent customer service from incredibly knowledgeable people. I never worry when I order from Melges, and if I have to call and ask a question, they always respond promptly.”